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ABSTRACT
Future Space telescopes with primary mirror apertures more than 30m diameter, segmented
mirror telescopes need a new paradigm. AAReST (Autonomous Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope) mission demonstrates the key technology to provide high quality
images using multi-mirror telescope.
AAReST is an approach to provide a modular, robust, low-cost architecture and riskreduction techniques for future operational space telescope to be launched in Low Earth
Orbits. This is achieved using two MirroSats and a CoreSat of Micro/Nano satellite structure.
This report aims to discuss and present hardware design for MirrorSat On-Board Computer
Version II. The requirements and detailed architecture block diagram for MirrorSat OBC
version II has been captured, based on the system architecture and interconnectivity.
The OBC is designed to CubeSat standards with Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 is used for computing and payload data
handling. Two modules are used to provide fault-tolerant redundancy to the design. A
CPLD is used to provide the necessary control and switching between the two Raspberry
Pi modules[1].
The architecture is used to produce a circuit Schematics and PCB layout using Altium
software. Software for the CPLD is developed using VHDL and Xilinx ISE Design Suite
software.
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INTRODUCTION
Design and development of Payload Interface Computer Version II for MirroSat of AAReST Satellite Mission. AAReST (Autonomous Assembly of Reconfigurable Space Telescope) is a
microsatellite to demonstrate autonomous assembly and reconfiguration of a Space Telescope.
As Space telescopes are gaining popularity, new reliable, cost effective methods need to be explored to deploy them in the desired orbit. Future telescopes with primary aperture more than 20m
diameter, will require in-space assembly. To enable a low-cost approach to large space telescopes
using autonomous assembly in space, a satellite mission known as AAReST has been proposed.
AAReST is based on a camera (optical focal plane assembly) and multiple mirror elements synthesizing a single coherent aperture with capability of providing high quality images [2].

Figure 1 - Reconfigurable Satellites of AAReST Mission

The AAReST satellite mission will involve two "3U" MirrorSats and two “15U” CoreSat. MirrorSats are CubeSat-like nanosatellite each carrying an electrically actuated adaptive mirror, and each
capable of autonomous un-docking and re-docking with a small central CoreSat. CoreSat is 15U
class Micro/Nano-satellite core, which houses two fixed mirrors and a boom-deployed focal plane
assembly. All three units will be launched to a Low Earth Orbit (LEO), as a single ~40kg microsatellite package [2] [1].
This project is to develop the Payload Interface Computer Version II, which is a On-BoardComputer (OBC-II) for MirrorSats of AAReST space telescope. The OBC-II provides payload control, powerful computing and data handling capabilities to operate the MirroSat.
OBC-II is also designed to provide interfacing to various subsystems like ADCS, H-Bridge drivers
and other subsystems within the MirrorSat. It is designed to provide payload interface to Caltech
camera and wireless communication interface to CoreSat.
-3-
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Computing capability is provided by ARM processor on Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3. The redundancy is maintained by switching and routing capabilities implemented in a Xilinx CPLD.

Background and Context

1.1

The latest space telescope being developed by NASA is the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST),
rightly called as scientific successor of Hubble telescope. The JWST has primary mirror aperture of
6.5m diameter, which is much larger than the Hubble telescope, which has primary mirror aperture
of 2.4m diameter [3]. AAReST is a pre-cursor mission to demonstrate risk reduction, low cost, reliability and an alternative to autonomously construct the telescope in space, by docking the mirror
elements together, to provide aperture more than 20m diameter.
The overall goal of AAReST mission, is to create and demonstrate the technology fundamental to
the eventual hardware development of a both segmented and sparse, coherent, >30m diameter class
aperture telescope utilizing a mosaic primary mirror where each hexagonally shaped mirror segment is attached to a low-cost small satellite (MirrorSat) that can execute autonomous rendezvous
and docking manoeuvres [3].
AAReST is a joint mission by US-UK-India. The University of Surrey, UK, is primarily responsible for the spacecraft bus technology, including guidance and propulsion. The California
Technological University(CalTech) in US, is primarily responsible for the mission planning and
development of optics, imaging sensors and shape adjusting adaptive mirrors.
The spacecraft busses are based on University of Surrey’s SNAP-1 heritage and STRaND nanosatellite/CubeSat technology, currently in development at Surrey Space centre (SSC)[4].
The Key focus of this project is to concentrate on the development of MirrorSat Payload Interface
Computer hardware, based on 3U CubeSat structure. The aim of the project is to design the OnBoard-Computer Version II, located in the MirrorSat.

Scope and Objectives

1.2

The scope of this project is to redesign, build and test a fault tolerant nanosatellite On-Board Computer (OBC-II) consisting of two Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 units and an external CPLD.
The scope also involves a requirements study of the existing OBC design and for any additional
features such as providing Wi-Fi Communication capabilities [5] .
The main functionalities of OBC are:


CPLD Support for switching between the two Raspberry Pi compute modules and power
sequencing



Data Interfacing with CalTech camera payload



Data Interfacing with other satellite payload modules
-4-
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The ability to switch between two Raspberry Pi processor modules provides ‘redundancy by design’. We decouple the power switch board requirements from this project and focus only on data
handling.
1.2.1

Hardware Objectives



Estimation of On-board data handling for each payload’s operating mode [1]



Clock to Power Evaluation of Raspberry Pi Compute Modules



Schematic redesign of the board supporting the dual Raspberry Pi Compute Modules



Design the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Layout based on circuit schematics



Produce proof of concept of proto-board



Design and Develop CPLD code using VHDL

Achievements

1.3

Tasks completed are:


Study of Computer Version I Design



Detailed architecture design for Computer Version II has been established. The block diagram and technical details are explained in Chapter 3

1.4



Component Selection for the hardware design.



Schematics entry of the design using Altium software.



PCB layout design using Altium software.



Bill of Materials for the design.



VHDL code for CPLD.

Overview of Dissertation

This report presents a new approach for the On-Board Computer design of MirrorSat, using CPLD.
The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 Defines the aims for the thesis work and objectives achieved.
Chapter 2 Background and literature review
This chapter gives an overview of AAReST CoreSat and MirroSat systems. It investigates the
methods for designing reliable and fault tolerant OBC for LEO environment, reliability of OBC,
when using COTS components. Finally, it proposes different options in selecting the
Processor, CPLD and other components for OBC.
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Chapter 3 MirroSat OBC Design
This chapter presents the work done for the development of architecture of OBC. It discusses the
design and development process in terms of the techniques and the methodologies incorporated for
the whole design process. Description of various interfaces and functionalities of the OBC.
Chapter 4 CPLD Software Design
This chapter includes the design and development of VHDL code for CPLD.
Chapter 6 Conclusion
Concludes and summarizes the work done in development of MirroSat Computer Version-II.
Eventually, it proposes the considerations and scope for future development of an engineering
model of OBC.
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2 BACKGROUND THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This section describes the evolution of AAReST satellite mission through various stages, starting
from Mission concept. A study has been made about the various elements of the mission, especially
the interconnectivity with CoreSat and the MirrorSat.
The CoreSat and Payload camera are being developed by California Institute of Technology (Caltech). University of Surrey and Surrey Space Centre (SSC) are responsible for development of
MirrorSat and its elements, as discussed in section 2.1.2.
AAReST System Diagram shows the interface interconnectivity between CoreSat and MirrorSat.
The system diagram also shows the interface between various subsystems within the MirrorSat.
Further, this section describes the MirrorSat OBC Version I, its which interacts with various boards
stacked in MirrorSat Layout. Keeping the merits of OBC first version, this section discusses about
the component selection of Raspberry Pi compute Module I and CPLD. This is followed by the
mention of Standards which the OBC design adheres to, to reliably function in space environment.

AAReST Mission

2.1

The technological objectives of the AAReST mission [5] are to:


Demonstrate all key aspects of autonomous assembly and reconfiguration of a space telescope based on multiple mirror elements.



Demonstrate the capability of providing high-quality images using a multi-mirror telescope.

These objectives are achieved with the help of two MirrorSats and a CoreSat, as shown in Figure 2.
The objectives of CoreSat and MirrorSat are described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.

Figure 2 – AAReST Mission Elements
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2.1.1

CoreSat

The major functions of the CoreSat are [5]:


Support Reference Mirror Payload (RMP) in terms of mechanical, power (+5V, 1A max.)
and telemetry/telecommand data (UART) interfaces



Support Boom/Camera Package in terms of mechanical, power (+5V, 1A max.), and telemetry/telecommand and image data interfaces.

2.1.2

MirrorSat

The major functions of the MirrorSat [5] are:


Must be able to undock, rendezvous and re-dock multiple times – relative motion/capture/docking EM controlled.



Support Deformable Mirror Payload (DMP) in terms of mechanical, power (+5V, 1A
max.) and telemetry/ telecommand data (UART) interfaces



Operate independent of other units



Must be able to communicate with the CoreSat out to maximum of 1km via Wi-Fi InterSatellite Link.



Must have 3-axis control and 1 DOF propulsion capability



Must provide low/zero power magnetic latch to hold in position on CoreSat in orbit (via
CoreSat permanent magnets)



Must be able to safely enter the CoreSat Docking Port’s acceptance cone:

These objectives are achieved using various modules of the MirrorSat configuration, as shown in
Figure 3. The Hardware Requirements for OBC Version II design, which is the scope of this project, are derived from these objectives. The OBC Version II is denoted in Figure 3 as Payload
Interface Computer, with dual redundant Raspberry Pi modules. Using these objectives, new features were added on the OBC-II design such as Heartbeat watchdog signals, wake on Wi-Fi
capability, and other which are discussed in Chapter 3 of this report.
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Figure 3 – MirrorSat Layout
The MirrorSat layout and its CoreSat interface is described using a block diagram in Section 2.2

2.2

MirrorSat System Block Diagram

The AAReST System block diagram is as shown in Figure 4. The diagram shows the interfaces
through with the various parts of the satellite are connected. I2C interface is used to connect the
various stack of boards in the MirrorSat. The MirroSat is designed using a Bus architecture, where
various subsystems are connected using common data bus [6].
The Platform_I2C connects the ADCS OBC, EPS, Payload Interface Computer, Thruster Control
board. The Payload_I2C Bus connects top set and bottom set H-Bridge Drivers to the Payload Interface Computer OBC-II. Caltech Payload and LIDAR are connected through UART and USB
interfaces respectively.
The various interfaces of MirrorSat Payload Interface Computer Version II OBC architecture is
derived based on this system block diagram, as show in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 – MirrorSat System Diagram

2.3

OBC Design for LEO Environment

As the AAReST mission is designed to launched in LEO, the On-Board Computer for MirroSat
PIC should fulfil certain criteria to make them suitable for space applications. It should be ensured
that the electronics remain operational despite getting exposed to harsh environments such as vacuum, extreme temperatures, charged particles and radiation[7].
The MirrorSat PIC-II is designed using COTS components. COTS components are modern and
more readily available, thus saving cost due to simplified design and shortened schedule[6].


Passive components like Resistors, capacitors and inductors selected are of military
temperature grade, -55 to +125 degree Celsius or -55 to +155 degree Celsius

2.4



All ICs are chosen within industrial temperature grade -45 to +85 degree Celsius



RF inductors are chosen for RF related circuits.



Appropriate crystals are chosen for clock generation in the design.

Computer Version 1 Design

The MirrorSat Computer Version I architecture was realised as OBC using Raspberry Pi Compute
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Module-1 and microcontroller MSP430. The design was based on Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) components. COTS components are largely being used for Micro/Nano-Satellite designs
launched in LEO to achieve low cost missions. One example for such OBC design, by SSTL is
STRaND-1 [8].
Computer Version I OBC successfully demonstrated the utilisation of two Raspberry Pi Compute
Modules, as a fault redundant system, in the CubeSat dimensions. These are small and inexpensive
processor boards that can run Linux operating system. They have become extremely popular for a
wide variety of applications and hence benefit from a wide community support [16]. MSP430 was
used to switch between the two Raspberry Pi compute modules. The lock diagram of Computer
Version I OBC is as shown in Figure 4 [9].

Figure 5 – Block Diagram of OBC Version I with Two Raspberry Pi Modules [9]
Limitation of the Version I design was that, neither the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules nor the
MSP430 had enough peripherals that allow for multiple master busses[10]. Therefore, multiplexers
were used to enable multiple master devices to co-exist on the communication busses [9].
The Power switching between the two Pi modules was provided using FET circuits. The switching
of power was not successfully established, although, the Pi modules could work independently
when switching was not used [9]. The power switches displayed unusual behaviour, with three
switches of the same design acting in different manners. the I2C communication links have also not
- 11 -
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been implemented in the MSP430 software, the usefulness of the board as a practical OBC is severely limited. Therefore, an alternative approach was necessary.
This led to the need of a new design which provides effective switching of power and data between
the two raspberry Pi modules. In the new design a CPLD was considered for use instead of a FET
switch, as the CPLD could be programmed as required. Also, The Raspberry Pi Compute module
required an upgrade as it was limited by data handling capabilities, as new requirements emerged.
This is discussed in section 3.3.

2.5

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3

The Raspberry Pi Compute Modules (RPi-CM) is the main processing unit of the for the MirrorSat.
RPI-CM1 was used in OBC version I design. Due to refined requirements, more computing and
data handling capacities will be required for the OBC Version II design. Therefore, this was upgraded the newly available RPi-CM3. Table 1 gives the comparison between the two modules.
From Table 1, it can be noted that there is 1mm difference in the dimensions of both modules.
Table 1– Raspberry Pi CM1 and CM3 Comparison
Type
Processor Architecture
System on Chip
Speed
Memory
Power Ratings
Size

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 1
ARMv6Z
Broadcom BCM2835
700 MHz single-core
512 MB
200mA (1W)
67.6 mm × 30 mm
(2.66 in × 1.18 in)

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3
ARMv8-A
Broadcom BCM2837
1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core
1GB LPDDR2
700mA (3.5W)
67.6 mm × 31 mm
(2.66 in × 1.22 in)

Two Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 units are mounted on the MirrorSat OBC-II. It is a DDR2SODIMM-mechanically-compatible System on Module (SoM). Pi-CM3 contains BCM2837 System on Chip (SoC), 1 Giga Byte (GB) Low Power Double Data Rate-2 (LPDDR2) RAM, 4GB
eMMC Flash, and supporting power circuitry. In addition, this module has 48 extra IO interfaces
which aids the designer to add more interface options. The boot program required to run the
BCM2837 is stored in the 4GB eMMC Flash [11].
The BCM2837 SoC is ARM Cortex-A53 microarchitecture, with ARMv8-A 64-bit quad processor,
with operating at 1.2GHz, thereby providing powerful computing capabilities for the design. Raspberry Pi CM3 firmware provides option to choose between five overclock options to maximize the
performance of the SoC. The clock speeds can be decreased to maintain the temperature onboard.
The 4GB eMMC flash can also be used for data storage for continuous current monitoring and pay-
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load information, which can be used later or to downlink the data during the ground contact. Availability of large memory also help to incorporate radiation/ single event mitigation techniques such
as Error Detection and Coding.
Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 supports various standard data interfaces like I2C, UART, USB
and has about 40 GPIO pins which can be programmed as required[11].
Pi-CM3operates on 5V, 3.3V, 2.5V and 1.8V voltages, sequenced as higher voltage first. Power
requirement for Pi-CM3 is as shown in the Table 2.
Table 2– Pi-CM3 Power Requirements
Pi-CM3 Voltages
VBAT
3V3
1V8
VDAC
GPIO0-27
GPIO27-45
SDX VDD

Typical
(V)
3.3V / 5V
3.3V
1.8V
2.5V/3.3V
1.8V
1.8V
1.8V

Minimum
(mW)
3500
250
250
25
50
50
50

The operating temperature range of the module is set by the lowest maximum and highest minimum of any of the components used. The eMMC and LPDDR2 have the narrowest range, these re
rated for -25 to +80 degrees Celsius. Therefore, the nominal range for the CM3 is -25C to +80C.
Raspberry Pi modules have proven space flight heritage and can withstand space radiations, making it suitable for space design, despite being COTS component[12].

2.6

CPLD Selection

In the previous design using MSP430 microprocessor, only power switching was implemented between the Raspberry Pi modules. As new set of requirements emerged for the MirroSat, interface
switching between Pi modules also becomes necessary. The switching device would require incorporating more control over, how and when the switching between the Pi modules should take place.
This calls for the use of an intelligent device like FPGA or CPLD to be used for switching and routing between the Pi modules.
The switching device would be the first component to be active when the board is powered ON.
Use of FPGA would require additional EEPROM and NAND Flash to store the boot software. This
would cause some delay until the switching device would release command to turn ON one of the
Raspberry Pi modules.
CPLD is such a programmable device which would instantly self-programme from internal
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memory, without causing any delay. CPLD is less complex device than FPGA and easy to program
and implement. Considering all these aspects, CPLD was found suitable to be used as a switching
and routing device.
CPLD selection is mainly based on its functions and the interfaces it should support as listed in Table 2. It should be a COTS component and should have minimum of 50 GPIO pins. Large number
of CPLD components are commercially available and the list is given in Table 3.
Out of these components, two ICs considered for selection were Xilinx ColdRunner II and Xilinx
XC9500XL families [13] [14].
XC9500XL series operates on 3.3V and can support I/O compatible with 5V. It is manufactured
using 0.35nm technology. Both devices were available in TQFP packages and industrial temperature range. XC9500XL CPLDs provide a minimum endurance level of 10,000 in-system
program/erase cycles and a minimum data retention of 20 years. Supports JTAG for programming.
Table 3– CPLD Components
Manufacturer

Voltage

No. of I/Os
Pins

1.8V

33

44-TQFP

-40 to +85

1.8V

64

100-TQFP

-40 to +85(+125)

3.3V

52

64-TQFP

-40 to +85(+125)

XC9572XL-7VQG64I,

3.3V

52

64-VTQFP

-40 to +85(+125)

MAX V
MAX II
MAX® 3000A
MAX® 3000A

5M160ZE64A5N
EPM240T100C5N
EPM3064ATI100-10N
EPM3128ATI100-10N

1.8V
3.3V
3.3V
3.3V

54
80
66
80

64-EQFP
100-TQFP
100-TQFP
100-TQFP

-40 to +125
-40 to +85
-40 to +85
-40 to +85

ATF15xx

ATF1504ASVL-20AU100

3.3V

64

100-TQFP

-40 to +85

2.5V/3.3V

55

100-TQFP

-40 to +125

LC4064V-10TN100I

3.3V

64

100-LQFP

-40 to +105

LA4064V-75TN100E

3.3V

64

100-LQFP

-40 to +125

CPLD /family

Part Number
XC2C32A-6VQG44C

Package

Temperature
range

Coldrunner II
1

XC2C64A-7VQG100C

Xilinx

XC9572XL-10VQG64I
XC9500XL

2

3

4

Altera

Microchip
Technology

MachXO2
ispMACH
Lattice
4000V,B,C,Z
Semiconductor
Family
LA-ispMACH

LCMXO2-256HC-4TG100I

Space flight heritage is available for ColdRunner II device but not for XC9500XL. But XC9500XL
is chosen for the prototype design due to its manufacturing methods similar to ColdRunner II device.
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After careful consideration and comparison of all the CPLDs listed in Table 3, Xilinx XC9500XL
device was chosen for the proto-design. The main reasons being, it is compatible with 5V I/O signals, more GPIO pins in smaller package, component availability and low cost.

2.7
2.7.1

Standards
CubeSat Kit PCB Specification

There is a CubeSat specific specification for this variety of OBC’s and other boards they interface
with. Pumpkin Inc. have released a CubeSat Kit PCB Specification that is based on the PC-104
standard. This is the specification to which the OBC being built should comply with to ensure
compatibility with other products available on the market[15].
2.7.2

European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS)

The ESA has released a standard created by the European Cooperation for Space Standardization
(ECSS) that specifies design rules for PCB [16]. This document should be considered whilst producing the PCB design, as compliance to the standard early in the design process is much easier
than modifying it in later stages.
The goal of building such a standardization system, at European level, is to minimise life-cycle
cost, while continually improving the quality, functional integrity, and compatibility of all elements
of a space project. This goal is achieved by applying common standards for project management
and for the development and testing of hardware and software[16] .
2.7.3

PCI-104 Standard

The PCI-104 Standard specifies the position of PC-104 Connector [17]. This connector is used to
interconnect the various modules in the Cube-satellite, as shown in MirrorSat layout in Figure 4.

2.8

Summary

Detailed information available on MirrorSat Subsystems and objectives has been useful in deriving
refined requirements for OBC version II design. The study based on Version I OBC has provided
important insight to understand the OBC design, so that a new improved architecture could be
achieved.
The version I demonstrated use of two Pi modules on a single CubeSat Size Board. The design incorporated power switching through discrete FET circuits and multiplexers were used for I2C
switching. The power switching had issues with the way the FET switching was functioning. It did
not have enough capacity to switch multiple I2C lines and payload UART lines between the Pi
Modules.
Therefore, version II looks for a new, powerful and intelligent approach of using CPLD device for
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switching and routing of signals. Selection of Raspberry Pi compute module 3 and Xilinx
XC9572XL device has been discussed in this chapter.
The design in based on standards, to help in achieving a reliable design for use in space environment.
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3 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPUTER II DESIGN
The detailed design of MirrorSat Payload Interface Computer Version II (OBC-II) is described in
this chapter. This chapter starts with list of requirements. The OBC has been designed to meet these
requirements. Several new features have been added to the OBC-II version, which is discussed in
this chapter.
The architecture block diagram, all technical aspects of the design are discussed in detail. Initially
all input and output interfaces of the board has been described in section 3.3. The detailed technical
functionality of the board is described in remaining sections of this chapter.

3.1
3.1.1

Requirements
Initial Requirements

Following are the initial requirements that were available at the start of OBC Version I design [9].


Have two Raspberry-Pi compute modules available for use on the OBC. These should
operate independently of each other



Have a microcontroller to control the Raspberry Pi’s operation and monitor the Raspberry Pis for failure



Should a Raspberry Pi fail, the other should be able to take over its tasks



Allow the Raspberry-Pis’ clock rates to be changed, according to the processing capabilities required and power available


3.1.2

The OBC will have CubeSat dimensions.

Refined Requirements

The project has evolved further to the initial requirements [5]. The refined requirements are as follows [1]:


Have a reliable Reset System for the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules



Ability to switch power and various data interfaces between the two Raspberry Pi Compute Modules for redundancy



UART interface for CalTech Payload camera interface



Wireless Interface to communicate with CoreSat



Main interface bus of the system would be I2C bus interface
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The OBC will have Current and Voltage Sensing capabilities



CAN interface will not be used in the MirrorSat design

The OBC version II design incorporates the all requirements. The detailed architecture of the OBC
version II design is described in section 3.2.

3.2

Architecture Design of Payload Interface Computer Version II OBC

The MirrorSat Payload Interface Computer Version II architecture is mainly based on two
Raspberry Pi Compute Modules (CM3) and a Xilinx CPLD to switch between them. CPLD is powered using the 3.3V power rail from PC-104 connector. It runs on 20MHz clock and has a power on
reset input. The OBC-II is physically connected to other stack of boards in MirrorSat by PC-104
connector.
3.2.1

Architecture Block Diagram

Detailed block diagram is as shown in Figure 6. Each block of Figure 6 is described in this section
and detailed functionality is described in section 3.3

Figure 6 – Payload Interface Computer Version -II Block Diagram

The OBC-II design for MirroSat Payload Interface Computer incorporates several new features to
meet the requirements of MirrorSat 3U module. Current Monitoring, power redundancy for Pi
modules, Wireless communication device, with USB interface to Pi modules through USB hubs
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and switches. Wake on Wi-Fi feature, implemented for reliable operation of wireless communication. Heartbeat watchdog feature implemented using CPLD to continuously monitor the health of
Raspberry Pi modules.
The design of the architecture block diagram is incorporated in circuit schematics using Altium
14.7 software tool. The circuit schematics as given in Appendix. The schematics has been drawn
using best design practices[18].
Each component is selected according to ECSS component selection standard. All components
used are COTS components, operating between -45 to +85 degrees Celsius. Each circuit design is
made carefully as mentioned in respective datasheets and reference documents.
The OBC-II can operate in two basic modes. Nominal mode is when only CPLD is Powered on and
Active. Active mode when one of the Raspberry Pi modules is functioning along with all devices
required for full performance of the MirrorSat OBC-II. This would be maximum power consumed.
3.2.2

Cost Estimate

The cost estimate for design and manufacturing of Payload Interface Computer Version II is given
in Table
Bill of Materials – £200
PCB Manufacturing (for 5 Boards) – £250
Total - £450
3.2.3

Failure Modes

Several failure modes has been identified for the design as shown in Table 4
Table 4– Failure Modes
Component
1

No +5V power from
EPS

2

No +3.3V power from
EPS

3

CPLD

4

Raspberry Pi - 1

5

Raspberry Pi -1 and 2

6

Power regulators for
Pi-1

Failure
only current monitoring devices
would not work. Raspberry Pis can
still operate without +5V
CPLD would not operate, hence
Raspberry Pis cannot be enabled
Leads to the complete failure of MirroSat OBC
Redundancy available
Failure of MirroSat OBC, only
CPLD will be functional
Redundancy available
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High Risk
Critical
Critical
High Risk
Critical
High Risk
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7

Power regulators for
Pi-1 and 2

Raspberry Pis would not be powered

8

Wi-Fi Device RT5370

9
10

USB Switches
USB Hubs
Current Monitoring
devices

No communication between CoreSat
and MirroSat
LIDAR or Wi-Fi not available
LIDAR or Wi-Fi not available

11

3.3

Current consumption data will not be
available

Critical
Critical
High Risk
High Risk
Low Risk

Board Interfaces

The PC-104 connector provides all interfaces required for the MirroSat OBC-II, thereby connecting
various subsystems of MirrorSat 3U module. The OBC-II is physically connected to other subsystems in the MirrorSat, through the 126-pin PC-104 Plus connector. The pinout of PC-104 is
provided used in MirroSat OBC-II is given in Table All interfaces are explained in detail in this
section.
Table 5– PC-104 Connector Pinout

3.3.1

Signal
I2C Clock (Payload)
I2C Data (Payload)
I2C Clock (Platform)
I2C Data (Platform)

PC-104 Connector
Pins
H1-13
H1-14
H1-43
H1-41

USB D+ (LIDAR)
USB D- (LIDAR)

H2-50
H2-52

3V3 DC
3V3 GND

H1-26
H1-28

5V DC
5V GND

H1-27
H1-25

Caltech Payload UART Tx
Caltech Payload UART Rx

H2-2
H2-4

Board Input Power

The OBC-II gets the input power supply voltages of +5V, GND and +3.3V, GND. These voltages
are supplied by Power Switch Board of MirrorSat. The current consumed by each of these voltages
on OBC-II will form a requirement for Power Switch Board design.
The incoming power is filtered using a ferrite bead and capacitor circuit to eliminate any noise on
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the voltage rails.
3.3.2

Caltech Camera Payload Interface

Caltech Camera Payload is the Deformable Mirror Box (DMB), which holds the deformable mirror
for the AAReST mission. The Deformable Mirror Boxes are placed on top of the MirrorSats.
The MirrorSat OBC-II electrically connects to the deformable mirror box (DMB) using a 4-wire
interface. Two of these wires carry power (+5V and GND) while the other two wires are for UART
communication. The +5V and GND are directly connected from Power Switch Board to DMB. The
UART TX and RX lines are connected to MirrorSat OCB-II through the PC-104 Connector on pin
numbers
The DMB receives data from the MirrorSat OBC-II on the RX pin and transmits data on the TX
pin. The UART TX and RX lines operate using 3.3 V logic. Therefore, the voltage on the RX and
TX pins should nominally vary between 0 and 3.3 V only[19].
The UART interface is only meant to serve as a means for backup communication in case the wireless link between the camera and the DMB stops working.
Data rates for the UART interface:





3.3.3

Baud rate: 9600
Parity: None
Data Bits: 8 bits
Stop Bits: 1 bit
Hardware Flow control: None
Platform I2C and Payload I2C

Platform I2C and Payload I2C are two main I2C data Bus available to communicate between various subsystems in MirrorSat 3U satellite unit, as shown in MirroSat system diagram in Figure
MirroSat OBC-II is the Master for Payload I2C and slave for Platform I2C. ADCS board is Master
for Platform I2C.
I2C or Inter Integrated Circuit is a bus protocol which uses two bidirectional signal lines, SDA and
SCL. The I2C bus is a serial data transfer interface, can be operated in 3 different speeds,
400 kbps Fast mode, 1 Mbit/s Fast mode plus or Fm+, and 3.4 Mbit/s High Speed mode. The maximal number of nodes is limited by the address space and also by the total bus capacitance of
400 pF, which restricts practical communication distances to a few meters. It is important to have
pull up resistors on these lines, as these are open drain signals[20].
ISO1541D is a low power bidirectional I2C isolator, isolates the incoming I2C lines from PC-104.
Isolator is used on Platform I2C and Payload I2C signals to block high voltages, prevent noise cur- 21 -
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rents and isolate grounds. It also prevents damage of sensitive circuitry[21] .
3.3.4

LIDAR

LIDAR module is connected to the MirrorSat OBC-II through PC-104 connector using USB interface. The USB interface requires 4 pins, +5V, GND, D+ and D- lines. Only the D+ and D- lines are
interface to MirroSat OBC-II, as shown in the figure: The power lines are connected to the LIDAR
module directly from EPS module. LIDAR USB processing on OBC-II is further described in section:

Figure 7 – LIDAR Interface

CPLD Functions

3.4

Major function of the CPLD is to facilitate the switching between the Raspberry Pi modules to implement redundancy in the design. CPLD has to perform various tasks to facilitate the switching
action, such as,


Provide Power Monitor, Power Sequencing, Power Switching for Raspberry Pi modules.



Reset Generation for Pi and USB Hubs and WiFi device for reliable board operation.



I2C Bus and Payload UART switching between the Pi modules.



Current Monitoring of OBC II.

These activities are further explained in this section.
3.4.1

Power Switching

CPLD controls the power input for the raspberry Pi modules. The power required for Pi modules
are generated on board using two separate set of switching regulators. CPLD generates separate
enable signals required for each of the switching regulators, as shown in Table 6. The enable signal
for each regulator is generated in a sequence, with a delay, thereby fulfilling power sequencing required for Pi modules.
Switching regulators are used to generate +3.3V, +2.5V and +1.8V. +5V required for Pi modules
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are separated from main +5V supply, using a ferrite bead. Using separate set of regulators and the
ferrite bead, facilitates in switching and accurate current monitoring required for the Pi modules, on
each voltage line, as shown in Figure 8

Figure 8 – Raspberry Pi Power Switching
Table 6– CPLD Power Enable Signals
Pin Number
22
24
25
27
31
34

3.4.2

Signal Names
CM1_EN_3V3
CM1_EN_2V5
CM1_EN_1V8
CM2_EN_3V3
CM2_EN_2V5
CM2_EN_1V8

I/O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Connectivity
Enable power
related to P-1
Enable power
related to P-2

Reset Generation

CPLD generates the active low Reset signals for two Raspberry Pi modules, two USB hubs and
WIFI Device. The devices are held in reset condition when they are not required to be in use. Reset
also helps the devices to return to a known state.
3.4.2.1

Reset for USB Hub

When the Reset_N is asserted from CPLD, the USB hub device performs following activities[22]:


All downstream ports are disabled.



The PHYs are disabled, and the differential pairs will be in a high-impedance state.



All transactions immediately terminate; no states are saved.



All internal registers return to the default state (in most cases, 00h).



The external crystal oscillator is halted.



The PLL is halted.
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When a upstream port signalling is detected, the device comes out of reset, the hub does the following:


Sets default address to 0.



Sets configuration to unconfigured.



Clears all buffers.



Moves device from suspended to active



Wait for CPLD to configure through SMBus.

3.4.3

Interface Switching

CPLD acts as a smart router/switch. It receives the two I2C interfaces, one UART interface through
PC-104 connector. It routes these bus lines to either of the raspberry Pi devices for further processing, as shown in Figure 9. CPLD also aides in switching between the LIDAR and WIFI USB
lines by enabling the appropriate USB switch and Hub devices.

Figure 9 – I2C and UART Interface Switching
3.4.4

Current Monitoring.

CPLD receives current monitor information in digitised form from the ADCs, through I2C interface. CPLD transfer this data to either of the Raspberry Pi devices through platform I2C lines. Both
CPLD and the two ADC devices act as I2C slave devices.
MirroSat OBC-II incorporates current monitor circuits to monitor the current consumption for various voltages present on the board. A combination of shunt resistors, INA 194 and ADC are used to
measure the current consumption, which is reported to the CPLD through I2C interface. The signal
chain path for measuring current is as shown in Figure 10 .
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Figure 10 – Current Monitor
Two parallel shunt resistors are connected in series with the voltage path, whose current has to be
measured. The shunt resistors are inputs to the a single INA194 device. The output of INA194
forms one of the inputs for the ADC. Placing the shunt resistor in series with the current being
measured, develops a proportional differential voltage as the current passes though the resistor
[23].
INA194 is a current shunt monitors with voltage output, can sense drops across shunts at
common-mode voltages from −16V to +80V [24]. Total of 14 INA194 devices are used to monitor
current consumption of different devices used in the design. The shunt resistor valaues calculated
for each voltage is given in Appendix.
A 12 Channel ADC, MAX11611 and a 4 channel ADC, MAX11607 are used for the purpose. The
ADCs feature a 2.048V internal reference, use successive-approximation conversion techniques
and fully differential input track/hold (T/H) circuitry to capture and convert an analog signal to a
serial 12-bit or 4-bit digital output. The ADC has I2C output which can be connected to CPLD.
Both ADCs use same I2C lines with different address, as shown in Figure. The ADC_I2C can operate in two modes: 400kHz Fast Mode and 1.7MHz High-Speed Mode[25]

Figure 11 – Current Monitor circuit for Pi-1 voltages.
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External ADC devices are used instead of integrated ADC in INA devices. This is because, the external

analog-to-digital converters have an advantage of allowing device selection based on

optimized performance attributes such as resolution, noise or conversion speed. The disadvantage
of external ADC being additional component on board and additional software configuration required. Integrated ADC can be limited by silicon process and are less optimized for precision
analog, limiting the performance capability [23].
As Precision is important for measuring the current on OBC-II, external ADCs were chosen for the
design.
Table 7– Shunt Resistor Calculation
Power
Supply
5V

Max current
(mA)
500

Shunt Resistor
(total) (mOhm)
80.6

Shunt Resistor
(each) mOhm
162

Shunt Voltage
Drop (mV)
40.96

ADC Voltage
(mV)
2048 mV

3.3 V

1000

40.2

80.6

40.96

2048 mV

2.5V

250

162

324

40.96

2048 mV

1.8V

1000

40.2

80.6

40.96

2048 mV

5V
3.3 V
2.5V
1.8V

500
1000
250
1000

80.6
40.2
162
40.2

162
80.6
324
80.6

40.96
40.96
40.96
40.96

2048 mV
2048 mV
2048 mV
2048 mV

3.3V

100

402

806

40.96

2048 mV

3.3V

100

402

806

40.96

2048 mV

3.3V

230

178

357

40.96

2048 mV

1.5V

150

274

549

40.96

2048 mV

1.2V

190

215

432

40.96

2048 mV

3.3V

1500

25.5

51.1

40.96

2048 mV

Pi-1

Pi-2

USB
hub1
USB
hub2

Wifi

CPLD

3.4.5

Activity Monitoring

CPLD constantly monitors the raspberry Pi modules, USB hubs and RT5370 WIFI device. Depending on the signals obtained from these devices, CPLD can know if any of these devices are not
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working as expected. Irrespective of reason of failure, CPLD will take few corrective measures like
sending a Reset to the device, or report a failure.
The various activity signals are listed in Table 8
Table 8– CPLD Activity Monitoring signals
Pin Number
57
56
10
11
6
7

3.4.6

Signal Names
PI1_HB
PI2_HB
USB_HUB1_IND
USB_HUB2_IND
WIFI_ACT
WIFI_RDYG

I/O
I
I
I
I
I
I

Signal Monitoring
Heartbeat for Pi-1
Heartbeat for Pi-2
Activity for USB Hub-1
Activity for USB Hub-2
Wi-Fi-Activity

SMBus for USB Hubs

CPLD aides in configuration of the USB hub devices through SMBus interface. The USB2422
hub’s SMBus acts as a slave-only SMBus device. It is identified by CPLD by a 7-bit slave address
is 0101100b [22].
After the Reset is released, the USB hub waits indefinitely for the SMBus code load from CPLD to
complete. After the hub is programmed by CPLD, it appears as a newly connected device on USB.
The code contains all the register settings required for the hub functioning.
Both USB hub devices share the same bus address. Only one hub will be operational at a given
point of time. CPLD would program the same code for both the hub devices.
3.4.7

Power-On Reset

CPLD can be reset by power cycle of the OBC-II. An optional Power-on-Reset generation circuit is
added in the design. The active low reset signal is generated by
A reset is important for the CPLD. Reset brings all logic and registers to a known state, whenever
there is unexpected behaviour in the circuit or board.

3.5

Raspberry Pi Functions

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 provides the main processing and data handling capabilities for
the MirroSat OBC-II.
3.5.1

Heart Beat Signalling

Heartbeat feature is implemented for failure detection of Raspberry Pi module by CPLD, thus making the design more reliable. It is a simple periodic signal generated by Pi and sent to CPLD to
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indicate the health of Pi and to synchronise the Pi with CPLD for all other communication between
these two devices. Heartbeat does not have a timeout; therefore any failure can be detected instantly[26].
CPLD is programmed to monitor the heartbeat signal. If this signal is not present, CPLD first sends
an active low Reset signal to Pi. The Reset Signal reboots the Pi. If the Pi is still not functioning,
then CPLD decides to switch to other Pi module.
Heart beat signal is an important feature implemented in OBC-II design to facilitate CPLD to
switch between the two raspberry Pi modules.

3.5.2

Processing

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3, at 1.2GHz clock speed, provides powerful computing capability
required for the functioning of the MirroSat. As a Master Device Payload I2C and slave for Platform I2C, it supports the I2C bus communication between all subsystems of MirroSat. It provides
computing, image processing and storage for CalTech Camera payload through UART communication bus.
3.5.3

GPIO

Two GPIOs for each Pi Module are connected to CPLD. This can used for future development.

3.6

Wake on WI-FI Interface

Wake on Wireless Lan (WoWLAN) Wi-Fi is a new feature is added to the OBC-II design to facilitate remote ‘wake-up’ from the CoreSat to the MirrorSat[27]. This involves the (CoreSat) waking
up the MirroSat Payload Interface Computer, in accordance to satellite operations, by sending a
magic packet.
The main advantage of WoWLAN is in terms of power management. The MirroSat PIC can go on
low power or sleep mode when not in use, thus saving significant power on the satellite.
To implement this feature, the RT5370N, System on Chip, with 2.4GHz RF signalling capabilities
is used. The RF signals are connected to the MCX connector. It supports a USB interface to Raspberry Pi modules.
Wake on Wireless Lan must be supported by the operating system used by Raspberry Pi,

3.7

USB interface Path

The LIDAR and Wi-Fi device both use the USB interface. Since the Raspberry Pi supports only
one USB port, two USB switches and USB hubs were used to switch and route the LIDAR and WIFI USB signals to appropriate Pi modules, as shown in Figure 12. The CPLD controls all these de- 28 -
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vices, so that the signals reach Pi modules for further processing. This introduces additional task
for CPLD to implement software for control, reset, switching and configuring these devices.

Figure 12 – LIDAR and Wi-Fi USB Interfacing

3.8

Test/Debug

Several options are available on the MirroSat OBC-II for test and debug.


JTAG for programming and debug of CPLD



A 3-Pin header for UART communication



A 2-pin header on 3.3V lines for Raspberry Pi modules to demonstrate switching with
the help of LEDs

3.9



Heartbeat LEDs for both Pi modules



Test points for all voltage rails used on the board.



Two GPIO lines are connected between CPLD and Pi modules for additional testing.

Summary

This chapter proposed architecture block diagram for PIC OBC-II. All aspects of the design were
discussed in detail. New features added in design like Heart beat signals, Wake on Wi-Fi and others
have been discussed. Circuit schematics is developed based on design decision taken which are
explained in this section. CPLD functionalities have been discussed in detail for its reset generation, power switching, power sequencing, interface switching.
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4 PCB LAYOUT
The PCB layout is designed and developed from the circuit Schematics of AAReST Payload Interface Board Version II, using Altium 17.2 software. The OBC-II schematics design is implemented
in PCB layout using a 6-Layer board.

Layer Stack up

4.1

It was initially planned to be a 4-layer stack up. Due to the density of the components placed, number of layers is increased to 6, to facilitate the routing. The layer structure is


Layer 1 – Top Layer



Layer 2 – Power Plane



Layer 3 – Inner Layer 1



Layer 4 – Inner Layer 2



Layer 5 – GND Plane



Layer 6 – Bottom Player

The general board impedance is 50 Ohm and 90 Ohm impedance is used for USB differential signals. The layer Stack up, including trace widths, plane spacing and impedance is shown in Figure
13

Figure 13 – Layer Stack up
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4.2

Layout Description

A board outline is drawn according to PC-104 standard[28]. The design is imported from the schematics to the PCB tool. The components are placed on top layer and bottom layers. High Speed
board design techniques are used during the layout process to minimise current loops and cross
talk[29].
Top layer placement constituted of two SODIMM 200-pin connectors, mounting holes, for mounting the Raspberry Pi modules, along with PC-104 connector, LEDs and few test points. Majority of
components are placed on bottom layer, reducing the space available.
The Power layer is split into +5V and +3.3V as all the INA914 devices are powered by +5V and all
other components on OBC-II is powered using +3V3V. For the power regulators, appropriate GND
pool and current pool is created for current distribution around the circuit. Since INA194 devices
created multiple power rails for same voltage, the inner signal layers are also split to constitute
power pools around the circuit for current distribution.
Trace widths vary between 5mils to 15mils to accommodate various signals of different current
carrying capacities. All differential USB signals are routed using 5mil tracks. Power tracks connecting capacitors to power plane are routed using minimum of 10 mils track width.
Ground layer is maintained uniform. A separate Pwr-GND split is available for ADC routing. RFGND plane split appear on all layers for providing proper grounding technique for high speed RF
signals of 2.4GHz. All RF components are placed within the area of the RF-GND split.
The PCB layout of all layers is attached in Appendix.

4.3

Summary

The Layout was successfully completed and Gerber files are generated for manufacturing the PCB
for PIC OBC-II. OBC-II PCB layout is more complicated than version I design, due to increased
number of layers and plane splitting required to accommodate the design. Appropriate grounding
techniques has been implemented for RF device and related circuits.
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5 SOFTWARE
This section talks about the CPLD design and VHDL code development.

CPLD Design

5.1

CPLD acts as a smart switch and router. Switches power and data signals between Raspberry Pi-1
and Raspberry Pi-2. Apart from switching, CPLD also does reset generation, power sequencing and
status monitoring of few devices. Raspberry Pi-1 is default device. When Pi-1 fails to respond to
CPLD, CPLD switches the power and signals to Pi-2.
CPLD is a slave device for I2C operations. Its routes the incoming I2C signals either Raspberry Pi1 or Raspberry Rp-2 depending on which one is in use. It acts as a router to route the three I2C
lines and one UART line to either Pi modules, whichever is working.
CPLD has 72 macrocells to implement the design.
The design steps incorporated in the VHDL code is shown in Figure as flowchart. The CPLD LED
is programmed to blink during any failure modes encountered.
Step 1: Basic Switching operation,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When the board is turned ON, CPLD is the first device to power up.
Once CPLD is programmed, CPLD_LED is tuned ON.
CPLD enables the power regulators for Pi-1
Read Heartbeat(HB1) signal from Raspberry-1
If HB1 signal not present, disable all Pi-1 signals and enable power regulators related to
Pi-2
6. If both HB1 and HB2 signals are not present, blink the CPLD_LED.

Step 2: Detailed operation when Pi-1 is enabled.
7. By default, CPLD enables the power regulators for Pi-1
8. Read Heartbeat(HB1) signal from Raspberry-1. HB1 signal is continuously monitored to
make sure RP-1 is working fine. If H1 signal is lost, RP-1 is reset by CPLD. If HB-1 signal is
lost even after Reset of RP-1, then CPLD disables all the following signals related to Pi-1.
9. Release reset for USB Hub-1 and Wi-Fi Devices
10. Select port-1 of both USB switches.
11. Route UART input signals (TX and RX) to Pi-1
12. Route Platform and Payload I2C lines to respective Pi-1 pins
13. Route ADC_I2C to RP-1 through platform I2C link.
14. Monitor activity pins from USB hub-1 and Wi-Fi device.
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Step 3: Detailed operation when Pi-2 is enabled.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

CPLD should disable the power regulators for Pi-1 and enable power regulator for Pi-2
Reset the USB hub-1 and enable USB Hub-2 by releasing the reset for Hub-2.
Reset the Wifi device.
Select port-2 for both usb switches.
Route UART input signals (TX and RX) to Pi-2 pins
Route Platform and Payload I2C lines to respective Pi-2 pins
Route ADC_I2C to RP-2 through platform I2C link.
Monitor activity pins from USB hub-2 and Wifi devices.

Figure 14 – CPLD Design Flow

5.2

CPLD Implementation

The CPLD Code is implemented using the Xilinx ISE design suite software. The HDL-based design approach was selected[30].
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Figure 15 – CPLD Code Implementation
The code is Simulated to demonstrate the switching and other activities of the CPLD, shown in
Figure 16. CPLD programming file is generated.

Figure 16 – CPLD Code Simulation
Figure shows the CPLD resource utilisation report. The basic switching functionality shown in
simulation utilises 50% of the resources. For further implementation of design features like I2C
slave and additional features and failure modes in the design, more macro-cells are required. Hence
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there is a need to go for a CPLD device with higher number of IOs and higher macro-cells to implement the complete VHDL code for AAReST Payload Interface Computer Version II.

Figure 17 – CPLD Resource Utilisation

5.3

Summary

A simple VHDL code was successfully implemented using the Xilinx ISE Design Suite software.
The code demonstrates the power switching, USB switch and hub enabling, Reset, signal monitoring and interface routing. The basic code utilises 50% of resources whereas more logic is yet to be
implemented in the CPLD Design. More macro-cells are required to implement the complete design in CPLD.
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6 CONCLUSION
AAReST is a low-cost satellite mission to demonstrates key technology aspects required for autonomous, in-orbit assembly of a space telescope using multiple mirror elements, through a medium of
CubeSat, micro-nanosatellite technology.
The focus of this report is to design the AAReST MirrorSat Payload Interface Computer Version II.
Using COTS components for the design reduces considerable amount of design time, giving a rapid-access to space and lowers the design cost. The report describes the use of two Raspberry Pi
Compute Module 3, to provide fault-redundant, reliable computing and data handling capabilities
for the MirrorSat. A CPLD is used in the design to switch power and data between the two RPiCM3 modules.
The current monitoring technique, for all the voltages present on the board is implemented in the
design, by use an external ADC to get continuous, more accurate and precise current readings.
Features like Heartbeat watchdog and Wake on Wireless Lan have been incorporated in the design
to make the design more reliable.
The circuit schematics and the PCB layout is developed and Gerber files are generated, for the
board to be manufactured.
A basic CPLD VHDL code is developed to demonstrate power switching, sequencing the routing of
the data through I2C and UART interfaces.
Through this design, it is demonstrated that the requirements set for MirrorSat Payload Interface
Computer for AAReST mission can be successfully implemented.

Evaluation

6.1

Following activitis have been completed.


Schematics is produced using Altium software



PCB Layout of 6 layers is complete



Complete List of Bill of Materials Available.



CPLD code developed and simulated to demonstrate switching operations.

As proof of Concept, the PCB could not be manufactured and tested due to cost and time constraints.
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Raspberry Pi supports just one USB interface, and there are two USB inputs available on board
which are LIDAR and Wi-Fi device interface. A USB switch and USB hub had to be introduced in
the path of LIDAR and Wi-Fi, which adds to delay in processing the signals. It also adds additional
software configuration and control from CPLD, thereby adding complexity to the CPLD design.
Also, failure of one of these four ICs would lead to failure of LIDAR or Wireless communication
link with the PIC.
Alternative approach for the design would be to add USB controller for LIDAR interface. The USB
controller acts as a conversion device to convert USB protocol into digital interface with the CPLD.
So, the CPLD could easily route the LIDAR signals to the respective Raspberry Pi modules. Now,
the Wi-Fi RT5370 could be connected to the Pi-modules using a single USB switch. This approach
could further simply the existing design and number of layers can be reduced to 4 layers, as there
will be less differential signals to route.
The Wireless device RT5370 is designed using discreet components on the RF path to MCX connector. This could be further simplified with the use of components like 2.4GHz Ballun.

6.2

Future Work

Several tasks have to be carried out to successfully test the engineering model of MirroSat Payload
Interface Computer.


Simplify the design to reduce complexity using any alternative approaches for USB interfacing.



PCB manufacturing and Complete functional testing of PIC OBC-II



Complete CPLD code development including I2C Slave program and incorporating
failure modes and responses.



To implement new features like Wake on Wi-Fi, Raspberry Pi operating system software has to be modified. Also, single event mitigation techniques like error detection
and coding can be implemented in the Raspberry Pi software to make the design more
fault tolerant.



Complete CPLD code development including I2C Slave program
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APPENDIX 1 COMPLETE CIRCUIT SCHEMATICS
Schematics
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APPENDIX 2 PCB LAYOUT
Layout
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APPENDIX 3 CPLD CODE
CPLD VHDL program top_main.vhd and top.ucf for XC9572XL.
______________________________________________________________________________
LIBRARY IEEE;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
ENTITY TOP_MAIN IS
PORT(
CPLD_CLK,
CPLD_RST,
WIFI_ACT,
WIFI_RDYG,
PI1_HB,
RP1_PL_TX,
RP1_PL_RX,
RP1_PL_I2C_SCL,
RP1_PL_I2C_SDA,
RP1_PT_I2C_SCL,
RP1_PT_I2C_SDA,
PI2_HB,
RP2_PL_TX,
RP2_PL_RX,
RP2_PL_I2C_SCL,
RP2_PL_I2C_SDA,
RP2_PT_I2C_SCL,
RP2_PT_I2C_SDA,
USB_HUB2_IND,
USB_HUB1_IND

: IN STD_LOGIC;

CPLD_LED,
PL_I2C_SCL,
PL_I2C_SDA,
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PT_I2C_SCL,
PT_I2C_SDA,
PL_UART_TX,
PL_UART_RX,
ADC_I2C_SCL,
ADC_I2C_SDA,
CM1_EN_3V3,
CM1_EN_2V5,
CM1_EN_1V8,
RESET_N_PI1,
RESET_N_HUB1,
USB_SMB_CLK,
RESET_N_HUB2,
CM2_EN_3V3,
CM2_EN_2V5,
CM2_EN_1V8,
RESET_N_WIFI

: OUT STD_LOGIC;

USB_SMB_DATA

: INOUT STD_LOGIC

);
END TOP_MAIN;

ARCHITECTURE BEHAVIORAL OF TOP_MAIN IS
SIGNAL LED_BLINK,ANDLED_BLINK : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL RESET_N_PI1_REG : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL BOOT_FLAG : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL BOOT_RST : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL CNT_RST : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL REDUNDENCY_FLAG : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL ENABLE_PI1 : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL ENABLE_PI2 : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL USB_FAIL : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL CNT

: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0);

SIGNAL CNT_RESET: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0);
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BEGIN
USB_FAIL <= USB_HUB1_IND OR USB_HUB2_IND;
CPLD_LED <= LED_BLINK OR WIFI_ACT OR WIFI_RDYG OR USB_FAIL ;
PROCESS(CPLD_CLK,CPLD_RST)
BEGIN
IF(CPLD_RST = '1') THEN
CM1_EN_3V3 <= '0';
CM1_EN_2V5 <= '0';
CM1_EN_1V8 <= '0';
CM2_EN_3V3 <= '0';
CM2_EN_2V5 <= '0';
CM2_EN_1V8 <= '0';
BOOT_FLAG <= '0';
RESET_N_PI1 <= '0';
ENABLE_PI1 <= '0';
CNT_RST

<= '1';

REDUNDENCY_FLAG

<= '0';

ELSIF(RISING_EDGE(CPLD_CLK)) THEN
IF(PI1_HB = '0' AND BOOT_FLAG = '0') THEN
BOOT_FLAG <= '1';
CM1_EN_3V3 <= '1';
CM1_EN_2V5 <= '1';
CM1_EN_1V8 <= '1';
CM2_EN_3V3 <= '0';
CM2_EN_2V5 <= '0';
CM2_EN_1V8 <= '0';
RESET_N_PI1 <= '1';
BOOT_RST <= '0';
ELSIF(PI1_HB = '1' AND BOOT_RST = '0') THEN
ENABLE_PI1 <= '1';
BOOT_RST <= '1';
CNT_RST <= '0';
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ELSIF(PI1_HB = '0' AND CNT_RST = '0' AND BOOT_FLAG = '1') THEN
ENABLE_PI1 <= '0';
RESET_N_PI1 <= '0';
BOOT_FLAG <= '0';
CNT_RST <= '1';
REDUNDENCY_FLAG <= '1';
ELSIF(PI1_HB = '0' AND REDUNDENCY_FLAG = '1' AND BOOT_FLAG = '1') THEN
CM1_EN_3V3 <= '0';
CM1_EN_2V5 <= '0';
CM1_EN_1V8 <= '0';
RESET_N_PI1 <= '0';
CM2_EN_3V3 <= '1';
CM2_EN_2V5 <= '1';
CM2_EN_1V8 <= '1';
REDUNDENCY_FLAG <= '0';
BOOT_RST <= '1';
ELSIF(PI2_HB = '1' AND PI1_HB = '0') THEN
ENABLE_PI2 <= '1';
ENABLE_PI1 <= '0';
ELSIF(PI2_HB = '0' AND PI1_HB = '0') THEN
ENABLE_PI1 <= '0';
ENABLE_PI2 <= '0';
END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
RESET_N_WIFI <= '1' WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' OR ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'0';
RESET_N_HUB1 <= '1' WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
'0';
RESET_N_HUB2 <= '1' WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'0';
ADC_I2C_SCL <= RP1_PL_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
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ADC_I2C_SDA <= RP1_PL_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PL_I2C_SCL <= RP1_PL_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PL_I2C_SDA <= RP1_PL_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PT_I2C_SCL <= RP1_PT_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PT_I2C_SCL WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PT_I2C_SDA <= RP1_PT_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PT_I2C_SDA WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PL_UART_TX <= RP1_PL_TX WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_TX WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
PL_UART_RX <= RP1_PL_RX WHEN ENABLE_PI1 = '1' ELSE
RP2_PL_RX WHEN ENABLE_PI2 = '1' ELSE
'Z';
USB_SMB_CLK <= '0';
USB_SMB_DATA <= '0';
PROCESS(CPLD_RST,CPLD_CLK)
BEGIN
IF(CPLD_RST = '1') THEN
CNT <= (OTHERS => '0');
LED_BLINK <= '0';
ELSIF(RISING_EDGE(CPLD_CLK)) THEN
IF(CNT = "1111110101")THEN
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CNT <= (OTHERS => '0');
ELSE
CNT <= CNT + '1';
END IF;
END IF;
IF CNT(9 DOWNTO 5) = "11111" AND LED_BLINK='0' THEN
LED_BLINK <='1';
ELSIF CNT(9 DOWNTO 5) = "11111" AND LED_BLINK ='1' THEN
LED_BLINK <='0';
ELSE
LED_BLINK <= LED_BLINK;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
END BEHAVIORAL;

Top.ucf
NET "CPLD_CLK" LOC = "P19" ;
NET "CPLD_RST" LOC = "P64" ;
NET "PI1_HB" LOC = "P57" ;
NET "PL_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P32" ;
NET "PL_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P33" ;
NET "PT_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P35" ;
NET "PT_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P36" ;
NET "PL_UART_TX" LOC = "P40" ;
NET "PL_UART_RX" LOC = "P42" ;
NET "CPLD_LED" LOC = "P16" ;
NET "CM1_EN_3V3" LOC = "P22" ;
NET "CM1_EN_2V5" LOC = "P24" ;
NET "CM1_EN_1V8" LOC = "P25" ;
NET "RESET_N_PI1" LOC = "P49" ;
NET "RP1_PL_TX" LOC = "P60" ;
NET "RP1_PL_RX" LOC = "P61" ;
NET "RP1_PL_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P43" ;
NET "RP1_PL_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P44" ;
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NET "RP1_PT_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P47" ;
NET "RP1_PT_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P48" ;
NET "CM2_EN_3V3" LOC = "P27" ;
NET "CM2_EN_2V5" LOC = "P31" ;
NET "CM2_EN_1V8" LOC = "P34" ;
NET "RESET_N_HUB1" LOC = "P8" ;
NET "RESET_N_WIFI" LOC = "P1" ;
NET "USB_HUB2_IND" LOC = "P11" ;
NET "USB_SMB_DATA" LOC = "P23" ;
NET "USB_SMB_CLK" LOC = "P20" ;
NET "RESET_N_HUB1" LOC = "P8" ;
NET "RP2_PT_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P51" ;
NET "RP2_PT_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P50" ;
NET "USB_HUB1_IND" LOC = "P10" ;
NET "RP2_PL_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P46" ;
NET "ADC_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P58" ;
NET "ADC_I2C_SDA" LOC = "P59" ;
NET "WIFI_ACT" LOC = "P6" ;
NET "WIFI_RDYG" LOC = "P7" ;
NET "PI1_HB" LOC = "P57" ;
NET "RESET_N_HUB2" LOC = "P9" ;
NET "RP2_PL_I2C_SCL" LOC = "P45" ;
NET "RP2_PL_RX" LOC = "P63" ;
NET "RP2_PL_TX" LOC = "P62" ;
NET "PI2_HB" LOC = "P56" ;
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